Be Among the Very First to
Experience the All-new DRC Rater
The new way
to automate
manual and
legacy pricing
tools.

The exciting, new DRC Rater, is a powerful innovation for insurers of all sizes to
fully automate existing Excel® raters and other manual or legacy pricing tools.
This lightweight, cost effective service faithfully replicates even the most complex
rater, and is deployed on enterprise-level infrastructure and a SQL Server database
foundation. From a pricing engine to a centralized, version controlled repository that
ensures safety and security of all intellectual property and data, the DRC Rater offers
a complete solution to automate and expedite pricing, indication and underwriting
decision making and obviate outdated Excel® raters and pricing tools.
Say “Goodbye” to Outdated Raters with DRC
Even large insurers with sophisticated policy
administration systems still have manual or legacy
processes that burden staff, slow down productivity
and increase the likelihood of errors.
DRC Rater is powered by our RS X Rating technology
and fully automates existing Excel® Raters and other
manual or legacy pricing tools. This powerful new
offering from DRC allows actuarial, underwriting and
product teams to:

• Maintain and secure all data in a centralized version
controlled repository that keeps internal IP safe
• Easily enforce all underwriting rules and pricing guidelines
• Bulk upload and manipulation of large schedules of risk
data (properties, fleets, scheduled items etc.), through
a familiar Excel® like browser experience
• Review complete risks as well as apply credits and debits
to obtain market prices
• Produce rating worksheets and other PDF output for
inclusion in submission packets
• Save risk data for use in analytics and export from the rating
system into a system of record via JSON/XML/direct SQL calls

Cost-Free, Risk-Free Two Week Test Drive
DRC understands the risk involved to the vendor selection committee, especially with the rapid advances in current technology. To demonstrate the power
and prowess of our technologies, we offer a no-cost two-week proof-of-concept (POC) and deployment of a client's Excel® rater on the DRC insurance
platform. Within two weeks, our product configuration analysts will modify the existing Excel® rater to match the DRC Rater requirements to create
a live RESTful web service for pricing, a risk description web portal for users to enter risk data and a callable underwriting rules engine. Our product
configuration team will refactor customized raters, optimize large data tables and restructure the risk data collection to optimize the rapid creation of
enterprise-strength web services.
This free test drive de-risks vendor evaluation by demonstrating our speed and agility to handle the rating complexities, automation of underwriting
guidelines and the presentation of risk data collection to the user.

DRC
DRC Rater
Rater Features
Features
• Rating Engine
• Web Based Administration
of rate plans
• Version control
of rate plans
• Rollback rate plans
• Effective Date driven
• UW Rules Logic
• Forms Attachment Logic
• Notes

• Integrate into existing
UW workbench
• Integrates into any
quote system
• Replaces Excel® raters
• Generated risk data
capture screens
• Presentation of detailed
premium details to
users in real time

• Document generation
of rating worksheets
• Account/Customer
Management Tools
• Save risk data to SQL
Server 2016 Database
• Bulk import from
Excel® schedules
• Amend, Copy and Recall
• Document upload

• Manipulation of
scheduled list in
Excel® like browser
application
• Auto generated
XML snapshot
of all data
• Generate indication
documents

About DRC
For nearly half a century, DRC has provided powerful and trusted software solutions to the Property & Casualty
(P&C) insurance industry. Large carriers, small start-ups and MGAs alike in the United States and globally deploy
DRC’s SaaS and onsite solutions to manage total written premiums in excess of $7 billion. DRC's web-based
administration system expedites implementation, lowers costs and simplifies maintenance across insurance
products. Our leading RS X Rating allows business users who price risks and model products in Microsoft Excel®
Workbooks to create a version-controlled, web service process throughout the entire insurance ecosystem
with minimal need for any programming resource. All DRC clients receive market-leading solutions, expert
implementation and our commitment to deliver to their complete satisfaction.
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